Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 2ane" to be summable \A, \,|, whenever 2a" is convergent, have been obtained. The sufficiency part of this result has also been improved.
1. Let 2"_0a" be a given infinite series and let {\n} be a sequence of nonnegative numbers increasing to infinity. For any k > 0, we write
¿HO-2 (t-K)\-K<t
We say that S"_0a" is summable (R, Xn, k) to S if t~kAk(t) -► S as r -> oo. If, in addition, t~kAk(t) is of bounded variation in (0, co), we say that the series 2~_oan is summable \R,\,k\ to S. The discontinuous Riesz means (R*, \, k) are obtained by restricting / to the sequence {X"}. If 2Za"e~x"x is convergent for all positive x and/(x) = 2a"e_AnJC -* S when x -»0, then we say that the series 2^L0an ls summable (A, X") to sum S, and write 2"_0a" = 5 (A, AJ. When \ = n, the (A, X") method is the Abel method. The series 2"=0a" is said to be absolutely summable (A, X") or summable \A, \\, if the series ^=0a"e~*"x is convergent for all positive values of x and the sum function f(x) = 'E^0ane~x"x is of bounded variation in [0, oo). We also define Ae" = e"-en+x.
2. Necessary and sufficient conditions on (en) in order that Sa"e" should be absolutely Abel summable whenever 2Zan converges were obtained by Tatchell [3] in 1954 in the form of the following Theorem. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 1,anen to be summable \A\, whenever 2a" is convergent are 2|Ae"|<c», (2.1) and 2i«g/"<».
2)
The object of this paper is to generalize the above theorem by replacing absolute Abel summability \A\ by summability \A, \,| for any sequence {X"} satisfying weaker conditions. In what follows we prove the following theorem. Proof. Let/be a linear functional on B, and let 9" = -arg f(p").
î\f(pn)\= 2 **/(/>") < n\\Al n=0 n=0
whence the result follows.
Lemma 4. The necessary and sufficient conditions that y(a) = '2'k=0gk(a)ck should tend to a finite limit as a -» co whenever 'Zck is convergent are:
(ii) lim,,^ gk(a) = ßk for every fixed k.
The proof of this lemma may be found in [5] . Lemma 5 . A necessary and sufficient condition for Sa"£" to be summable (A, X") whenever 2a" is convergent is that S|Aen| < oo.
It may be remarked that if we take \, = n we get the following result of Lemma A. A necessary and sufficient condition for 2Zanen to be summable (A) whenever 2<z" is convergent is that 2|Ae"| < oo.
Proof of Lemma 5. Since 1,anen is summable (A, X") we have and 2 anene *"/' is convergent for / > 0 n = l lim 2 anene A"/' exists.
Applying Lemma 4 we have 00 lA^e"*"7')! < M independently of t > t0.
This implies that 2^.,|Ae"| < oo.
The proof of the sufficiency part of the lemma is immediate for 2fl" is convergent and {e"} is a sequence of bounded variation.
Lemma 6. We have r\dAe-^\=2(l-pn)(tiny"x-^.
Jo
The proof is simple. Proof. Since 0 < ju» < 1, so e~' < n£»/(X~^) < 1. Hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
Lemma 8. Let M, a be constants with M > I, a > 0 and (i) a log M < 2ir.
Then for \/M < u < 1 we have |1 -u~ai\/(\ -u) > C, where C > 0 is a constant (depending on a and M).
Proof. Given (i), the function (1 -u~a')(\ -u)~x is continuous and nonzero on 1/A/ < u < 1, and has a nonzero limit as u -» 1. This proves the lemma.
Lemma 9. For k = 1, \R, X", k\ ~ \R*, X", k\. Note. It is known [6] that \R, X", k\ ~ \R*, \, k\ for 0 < k < 1.
Lemma 10. For any k > 0, \R, \,, k\ => \A, \,|.
The proof of this lemma may be found in [7] .
4. Proof of the theorem.
Sufficiency. Since 2¿z" is convergent, by virtue of (2.3) and Abel's test we see that '2a"ene~x"x is convergent for all positive x, so that writing a(x)= S ane"e *»*, This completes the sufficiency part of the theorem. Necessity. Since summability \A, AJ implies summability (A, XJ, it follows from Lemma 5 that (2.3) is necessary. Also from (4.1), since (2.3) holds, we have, as before, /"|¿ia,(x)| < oo.
Since by hypothesis a(x) is of bounded variation it follows that a2(x) is also of bounded variation. Therefore .,9k.
(4.6)
Since X"+x = 0(X") so there exists some constant M such that, for all « > 1, \,+1 < M\. Given this M, choose a > 0 so that a log M < 2m. Then apply It therefore follows from (4.6) that 2~=0|e"|(l -fO < oo as required.
5. The sufficiency part of the theorem can be improved. If (2.3) and (2.4) hold, then, in fact, ~2^=0ane" is summäble \R, \, 1| whenever "2™=0a" is convergent. By Lemma 10 this is stronger than the present result. For summability \R, X", 1| implies summability \A, \\ when the (A, \¡) method is applicable, i.e., whenever 2 wKx (5.1) n=0 converges for all x > 0. But (2.3) alone is enough to ensure that whenever 2"=rA, converges, 2^L0¿2nen converges, and thus (5.1) certainly converges. Hence our Theorem 1 can be improved in the following way.
Theorem 2. Conditions (2.3) and (2.4) are sufficient for "Z™=0a"en to be summable \R,\, 1| whenever 2^=0û" converges, and necessary for it to be summable \A,\\ whenever 2*=</*" converges andXIJ+x = 0(X").
Proof. In the light of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that 2~_0¿z"e" is summable \R, X", 1| whenever 2"=0a« converges. To prove our assertion it is enough, by Lemma 9, to consider the discontinuous Riesz means, so write Supposing that for all n,\S"\ < K, we have Hence the result.
